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Abstract

Objectives: This study aimed to investigate whether early-onset schizophrenia (EOS) cases

differ from controls regarding volumes of the total cerebellum and the right and left cerebellar

hemispheres, and volumetric asymmetry. Correlations of cerebellar volumes and asymmetry

indices with severity of symptoms and general functioning in cases of EOS were also assessed.

Methods: Adolescents with EOS (n¼ 23) were compared with controls (n¼ 23).

Sociodemographic and clinical data, and magnetic resonance imaging scans that were acquired

for routine clinical purposes were collected retrospectively. Cerebellar volumes were evaluated

using the stereological method. Asymmetry indices were subsequently calculated. Scores of the

Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale and the Children’s Global Assessment Scale were used to

assess the severity of symptoms and general functionality.

Results: There were no significant differences in any of the cerebellar volumes and asymmetry

indices between the two groups. Neither cerebellar volumes nor asymmetry indices were cor-

related with the severity of symptoms and general functionality in EOS.
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Conclusions: Our findings suggest that the early-onset form of schizophrenia does not show

apparent volumetric changes of the cerebellum. Additionally, the neural circuits involved in for-

mation of symptomatology may not reflect any correlation with cerebellar volumes at mid-

adolescence.
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Introduction

Early-onset schizophrenia (EOS), defined as

the onset of psychosis before 18 years old, is

a severe and rare form of schizophrenia.1

The cortico-thalamic-cerebellar-thalamic-

cortical loops have been proposed as a

basis for cognitive dysmetria underlying

the cognitive deficits and symptoms that

are observed during the course of EOS.2

The term cognitive dysmetria points to the

importance of the cerebellum for investigat-

ing schizophrenia because the cerebellum

might play roles in higher cortical functions

of working memory, the theory of mind
processes, language processing, cognition,

behavior, and emotional regulation.3–5

Cerebellar volumetric abnormalities have

been reported in adult patients with schizo-

phrenia, although some studies showed con-

troversial results.6–9 Szeszko et al.10 reported

that adult male patients with schizophrenia

had significantly reversed anterior and pos-
terior asymmetry compared with healthy

controls, despite no differences in regional

cerebellar volumes. Moreover, measure of

cerebellar asymmetry was significantly corre-

lated with increased negative symptoms.10

Although the cerebellum has received

much interest in adult-onset schizophrenia

(AOS), there are limited data for its
involvement in EOS. A previous study

showed that bilateral anterior cerebellar
lobes and anterior and total vermis volumes
were smaller in childhood-onset schizophre-
nia (COS) compared with controls.11

Moreover, the COS group diverged from
controls over time in total, left, right, and
bilateral posterior cerebellar volumes.
Similarly, Keller et al.12 reported a progres-
sive loss in cerebellar volume during adoles-
cence in COS cases. To the best of our
knowledge, no studies have investigated
cerebellar volumetric asymmetry in EOS.

Clinical reflections of cerebellar volumet-
ric findings in EOS still need to be studied.
In one of the few studies that examined cer-
ebellar volume and symptom severity in
EOS, Yoshihara et al.13 suggested that the
severity of positive symptoms was positively
related to white matter volume of the cere-
bellar vermis and the cerebellar hemispheres.
Another study suggested that better general
functionality was associated with larger total
vermis volume and no other clinical measure
was correlated with volumes of any other
cerebellar structures.11

This study aimed to determine whether
EOS cases differ from controls in terms of
total cerebellar volume, volumes of the
right and left cerebellar hemispheres, and
cerebellar volumetric asymmetry. We also
investigated cerebellar volumes and asym-
metry indices in relation to the severity of
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symptoms and the level of general function-
ality of EOS cases. We hypothesized that

EOS cases have smaller cerebellar volumes
compared with controls, and smaller cere-

bellar volumes are associated with an
increased severity of symptoms and worse

general functionality.

Methods

Ethical approval

The study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Dokuz Eylül University,
_Izmir, Turkey (Decision number: 2016/27-
33). Because the data of the study were

based on hospital records, no individual con-
sent was obtained other than routine consent

obtained during admission to the hospital.

Sample

The study was retrospective in design.

The cases of the study comprised all of
the right-handed children and adolescents

who were diagnosed with EOS based on
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders-IV.14 These patients
received treatment between 2005 and 2017

at the inpatient unit of Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Services at

Dokuz Eylül University. This unit, located
in Izmir Turkey, has been a member of

the Quality Network for Inpatient Child
and Adolescent Mental Health Services

since 2005, which is an initiative of the
Royal College of Psychiatrists in the

United Kingdom.
The control group was composed of age-

and sex-matched right-handed children and
adolescents who were admitted to the Child

Neurology Department of Dokuz Eylül
University for headaches. Those who had

a normal neurological examination and
normal magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) scan results, those who did not
have a history of any neurological disorder,

head trauma, or any chronic disorder

including any psychiatric disorder, and

those who had no history of admission to

psychiatric services for any reason were

recruited in the study.

Instruments and procedure

Sociodemographic and clinical data were

retrospectively collected from the hospital

records of patients with EOS and controls.

Variables, such as birth date, sex, handed-

ness data (based on observation and self-

report), medication status, date of MRI

image acquisition, and age at MRI image

acquisition, were recorded.
As a routine procedure, clinical diagnosis

of all children and adolescents who were

treated at the unit was determined and

refined by the consensus of the inpatient

unit team by clinical assessment, follow-up,

and application of relevant psychometric

tests and clinical scales. For the EOS group,

the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale

(PANSS) was routinely applied for measur-

ing the severity of positive and negative

symptoms, and general psychopathology.15

Additionally, the level of general functio-

nality was assessed by The Children’s

Global Assessment Scale (CGAS).16 Scores

for all four scales of the PANSS and CGAS

at the date of MRI acquisition were also

recorded on a data collection form that was

developed for the purposes of the study.

MRI acquisition and stereological analysis

As part of the clinical routine of the unit, all

EOS cases were required to have MRI scans

to aid in differential diagnosis. MRI scans

of cases and controls were collected from

the archives of the hospital image recording

system. An MRI machine (1.5 Tesla

Gyroscan Achieva, release 8:1; Philips

Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands)

was used for all of the patients.
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Stereological analysis was conducted for
volumetric measurements of cerebellar vol-
umes. Stereology has been used as a novel,
alternative, volumetric analysis technique for
radiological anatomy.17,18 A recent study
showed the high reliability of stereology
compared with fully automated and semi-
automated segmentation techniques and
with the current gold standard method of
manual segmentation tecniques.18 This tech-
nique is based on the Cavalieri principle and
is robust, unbiased, and efficient because it
requires no assumptions about the structure
(orientation or shape) under assessment.18

Accordingly, in this study, we used the ste-
reological (Cavalieri’s) method for volumet-
ric measures of the cerebellum. Standard T1-
weighted sagittal plane (3 mm) slices were
obtained with a 1.5-T magnetic resonance
(MR) machine. Two observers who were
blinded to the groups conducted stereologi-
cal measurements of the total and hemicer-
ebellar volumes. An optimal plane was taken
as the smallest diameter of anisotropic struc-
tures that can be measured in
two-dimensional analyses on sagittal MRI
sections. This value was multiplied by the
cross-sectional thickness and the volume
was obtained. A uniform point grid with
a point-associated area of 0.625 cm2 was
randomly superimposed on each MR
image using the grid. Points that hit the cer-
ebellum were manually counted for volume
estimation. Volume estimation was accom-
plished by Cavalieri’s principle as described
previously18 using the formula shown below:

V ¼ t�
h�

ðSUÞ � d
�
=SL

i
2� RP

where t is the section thickness, SU is the
scale unit (the real length of the scale
marked on the MRIs), d is the distance
between two points in the point grid, SL is
the scale length (the actual measure of the
scale on MRI), and P is the number of
points counted.

All data were entered in a previously-
prepared Microsoft excel spreadsheet
for automatic calculation of the results of
the above-mentioned formula and the statis-
tical evaluation parameters. These parame-
ters included the nugget variance and the
coefficient of error (CE), which provide
information to infer the precision of volu-
metric extraction.18

To evaluate the interhemispheric asym-
metry between the hemispheres, middle sec-
tions were identified by clear visualization
of the cerebral aqueduct. The point counts
belonging to the middle section were divid-
ed by two and the results were added to
the total point counts for each hemisphere
separately. Therefore, a volume value for
each cerebellar hemisphere was measured.
The stereological point counting technique
is shown in Figure 1.

Asymmetry indices were calculated
according to the following formula:

h�
ðright� leftÞ=ðrightþ leftÞ

�
� 100

i

Statistical analysis

Data analyses were performed with IBM
SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 24.0
software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to
assess the normality of distribution of the

Figure 1. The stereological point counting
technique
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variables and Levene’s test was used to

assess the homogeneity of variance in the

different groups. The Student’s t test and

paired sample t test were used for indepen-

dent and dependent groups, respectively.

The Pearson moment correlation was

applied for correlations. A P value less

than 0.05 was considered statistically

significant.

Results

There were a total of 26 right-handed

patients with EOS who were treated at the

unit between 2005 and 2017. MRI scans

could not be retrieved from the archives of

the hospital image recording system for

three patients. Therefore, the study was

conducted with total of 23 children and

adolescents with EOS. None of the patients

were medication-naive and all of them had

active positive and negative symptoms of

EOS during MRI scan acquisition.
The EOS group (n¼ 23) and the age- and

sex-matched control group (n¼ 23) each

comprised 13 boys and 10 girls. The mean

(� standard deviation) age of participants

was 15.48� 1.24 years (13–17 years) in the

EOS group and 15.52� 1.20 years (13–17

years) in the control group. There was no

significant difference in age between

the groups.

Results for clinical scales in the EOS group

Mean scores for PANSS-positive (PANSS-

P), PANSS-negative (PANSS-N), PANSS-

general psychopathology (PANSS-G),

PANSS-total (PANSS-T), and the CGAS

in EOS cases were 25.15� 8.18, 31.78

8.27, 55.11� 13.80, 108.86� 27.70, and

31.78� 11.23, respectively. PANSS-P and

PANSS-N scores were missing in four

patients, PANSS-G scores were not avail-

able for five patients, and PANSS-T

scores were missing for two patients.

Comparison of cerebellar volumes and

cerebellar volumetric asymmetry indices

between the groups

There were no significant differences in

total cerebellar volume, volumes of the

right and left cerebellar hemispheres, and

cerebellar asymmetry indices between the

EOS and control groups (Table 1). In the

EOS group, the mean CE value was 0.009�
0.0037 for the right and 0.009� 0.0037 for

the left hemispheres. In the control group,

mean CE values for the right and left

hemispheres were 0.008� 0.0017 and

0.009� 0.0032, respectively. All of the CE

values were in the acceptable range, which

reflected the reliability of the stereological

measurements.19

Table 1. Comparison of cerebellar volumes and cerebellar asymmetry indices between patients with EOS
and controls.

Cerebellar variables

Mean (standard deviation)

P

Confidence interval (95%)

EOS

(n¼ 23)

Controls

(n¼ 23) Lower Upper

Total cerebellar volume (cm3) 104.74 (1.52) 103.95 (2.72) 0.235 �2.09 0.52

Right cerebellar hemispheric

volume (cm3)

52.99 (0.91) 52.50 (1.43) 0.182 �1.19 0.23

Left cerebellar hemispheric

volume (cm3)

51.75 (0.78) 51.44 (1.38) 0.367 �0.97 0.36

Asymmetry indices 1.18 (0.71) 1.02 (0.70) 0.445 �0.58 0.26
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Correlation of cerebellar volumes and

cerebellar volumetric asymmetry indices

with the severity of symptoms and the

level of general functioning in the

EOS group

Total cerebellar volume, volumes of the

right and left cerebellar hemispheres, and

cerebellar volumetric asymmetry indices

did not show any significant correlations

with PANSS-P, PANSS-N, PANSS-G,

PANSS-T, and CGAS scores (Table 2).

Discussion

Our study showed that, in patients with

EOS, none of the cerebellar volumetric

measures, including asymmetry indices,

were different from controls. Neither cere-

bellar volumes nor asymmetry indices were

correlated with positive and negative

symptom severity, severity of general psy-
chopathology, and general function.

Comparison of our findings with previ-
ous research is difficult because few studies
have focused on the cerebellum in EOS.
Consistent with our findings, Yoshihara
et al.13 suggested that the cerebellum
showed no significant structural differences
in EOS. In contrast to this finding, smaller
total cerebellar volumes and reduced vol-
umes of the vermis and bilateral posterior
and anterior lobes have been reported in
EOS in other studies.11,12,20 Structural
MRI studies involving the cerebellum for
patients with AOS have also shown mixed
results. Some studies reported smaller vol-
umes of the total cerebellum, right and left
hemispheres, vermis, and anterior, bilateral
superior and posterior cerebellar lobes in
AOS compared with controls, whereas
some studies did not show any significant
differences in these variables.6,8,9,21

Table 2. Correlations of cerebellar volumes and cerebellar volumetric asymmetry indices with the severity
of symptoms and the level of general functioning in patients with EOS.

Total

cerebellar

volume

Right cerebellar

hemispheric

volume

Left cerebellar

hemispheric

volume

Cerebellar

volumetric

asymmetry indices

PANSS-P (n¼ 19)

r* 0.234 0.202 0.218 0.002

P 0.336 0.407 0.370 0.995

PANSS-N (n¼ 19)

r* 0.007 �0.016 0.032 �0.056

P 0.977 0.948 0.896 0.821

PANSS-G (n¼ 18)

r* 0.031 0.031 0.024 0.011

P 0.903 0.902 0.926 0.967

PANSS-T (n¼ 21)

r* 0.089 0.105 0.053 0.064

P 0.701 0.652 0.821 0.784

CGAS (n¼ 23)

r* �0.252 �0.143 �0.323 0.169

P 0.247 0.514 0.133 0.441

*Pearson correlation coefficient.

PANSS-P: Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale-positive, PANSS-N: Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale-negative,

PANSS-G: Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale-general psychopathology, PANSS-T: Positive and Negative Syndrome

Scale-total, CGAS: Children’s Global Assessment Scale.
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Such inconsistency of findings among
studies might be related to methodological
issues, such as sample characteristics. Our
sample consisted of adolescents with an
average age of 15 years, with the youngest
being 13 years old and the oldest 17 years
old. Keller et al.12 reported that although
the COS and control groups did not differ
in cerebellar volumes at the age of 14,
the COS group had a progressive loss of
cerebellar volume until the age of 22. This
resulted in a significantly smaller total cer-
ebellar volume in the COS group compared
with controls. Similarly, Greenstein et al.11

studied a sample with a mean age of 16
years where the COS and control groups
initially did not differ from each other in
total cerebellar volume. However, the
COS group had a significant reduction in
cerebellar volume by the age of 23. Data
from these previous studies suggest that
the average age of our sample might have
been at a point where apparent volumetric
differences between the EOS and controls
were not yet evident. MRI follow-up of
our patients to early adulthood may yield
different results.

Other than volumetric measures of the
cerebellum, some studies on AOS investi-
gated the presence of reversed hemispheric
asymmetry in schizophrenia compared with
healthy controls. Several MRI studies have
shown that a pattern of asymmetry is pre-
sent in all healthy humans and the asymme-
try index is positive because the right
hemisphere volume is larger than the left
hemisphere volume.10,22,23 It has been sug-
gested that cerebellar asymmetry in humans
may be associated with handedness pat-
terns.23 However, some data do not support
these previous findings. Levitt et al.24 found
that patients with AOS and healthy subjects
showed left-greater-than right cerebellar
volume asymmetry and that there was a
trend for this asymmetry to be larger in
patients with AOS. Loeber et al.25 reported
that their samples of patients with AOS and

healthy subjects demonstrated right-
greater-than-left hemispheric volume asym-
metry, but this asymmetry was significantly
smaller in patients with AOS. Szeszko
et al.10 showed that although patients and
healthy subjects did not differ in any of the
cerebellar volumes, cerebellar asymmetry
was reversed in patients with AOS. They
proposed that gross volumetric abnormali-
ties of the cerebellar hemispheres do not
play a role in the pathophysiology of
schizophrenia. A neurodevelopmental
defect involving aberrant growth gradients
may account for the findings of reversed
cerebellar asymmetry instead. To the best
of our knowledge, no studies have investi-
gated cerebellar asymmetry in EOS. Our
findings of no significant differences in cer-
ebellar asymmetry indices between patients
with EOS and age-, sex-, and handedness-
matched controls is a preliminary report
regarding this issue requiring fur-
ther inquiry.

Morphological changes that might con-
tribute to formation of symptomatology
have been the focus of schizophrenia
research. However, the number of studies
that have examined the correlations of cer-
ebellar volumes and severity of symptoms
in EOS is small compared with AOS stud-
ies. Yoshiara et al.13 reported that the pos-
itive symptom score of PANSS was
positively related to the volume of white
matter in the cerebellar vermis region and
negatively correlated with the volume of
white matter in the bilateral cerebellar
hemispheric regions in EOS. Their finding
regarding the cerebellar vermis is consistent
with a previous AOS study, which showed a
positive correlation between white matter
volume of the vermis and the severity of
positive symptoms.24 Our findings suggest
that total cerebellar volume and the
volume of the left and right cerebellar hemi-
spheres, as well as cerebellar asymmetry
indices, are not correlated with the severity
of positive and negative symptoms, general
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psychopathology, and general functioning
in cases of EOS. Unfortunately, our retro-
spective study design prevented us from
measuring the vermis area, which hindered
comparison of our data with previous stud-
ies reporting associations of symptoms and
the cerebellar vermis. A future prospective
study, with MRI sequences to permit volu-
metric estimations of smaller regions of the
cerebellum, is required.

The retrospective design of this study
provides some advantages, such as enabling
accumulation of data for a rare disorder,
convenience for the adolescents who were
the study sample, and low cost. However,
our study has some limitations. None of
our patients with EOS were medication-
free because the sample consisted of
patients from a tertiary level medical
center. Therefore, the patients had received
variety of medication before they were
admitted to the inpatient unit where our
study was performed. We cannot rule out
the possibility that our findings reflect the
effects of neuroleptic medication. An addi-
tional limitation is that our sample had a
low level of functioning and had severe
psychotic symptomatology during MRI
acquisition. This prevented us from present-
ing cognitive measures because psychomet-
ric testing was not possible owing to clinical
reasons. Another limitation is the MRI slice
thickness used. We used 3-mm slices to
measure cerebellar volumes.26,27 Although
a study that compared the effects of slice
thickness on brain MRI image analysis
showed that a 3-mm slice thickness was suf-
ficient for analysis,28 thinner slices might
have provided different results. Therefore,
caution is required when interpreting
our results.

Even though our study has several limi-
tations, we provide further knowledge in
an area of limited evidence regarding
neuroimaging of the cerebellum in patients
with schizophrenia whose age of onset is as
early as mid-adolescence. Large-scale,

multicenter studies involving follow-up of

cases are required to identify cerebellar

morphological changes and associations of

these changes with clinical presentation in

young populations with EOS.
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